Part 2:

Meat doesn't need to be abolished, as many naive "Vegan trumping" people say. This is the same shit like when idiots say, "Money is the root of all evil", so we must go in a "Non-Monetized society" (i.e., Communism). It's not money that is evil, it's not meat, and these are scapegoats. The jews just force these logical dilemmas to get people penniless, in control, and to wipe out their freedoms. A gun doesn't kill unless there is a finger behind the trigger. That's the fact. It's the how and why behind these matters that matters. The jews always make how and why very ugly, perverted and evil. The jews hate it when the Goyim have similar "freedoms" to them. This is very "ungodly" in their eyes.

One major Vegan thing is like the Communists, which both pretend if they do their "personal change" (one abolishing money, the other abolishing meat) they sort of stop this thing from going out worldwide. Not only they do not, but they further this.

In fact, the less demand, the more experimentations will take place, the more murder of animals, all in vain: The food will just be thrown in the garbage cans, or re-fed to pigs and other innocent animals, that simply get cancer from this recurring process that will happen over and over again. The jews will not stop meat production, or their tribal ethics, just because few Goys stopped eating meat.

They will just further Genetically Modify meat, experiment on it, and add even more chemicals to attract more customers. **Maybe if these retards actually had money, and were decent meat eaters with a rebellious nature, or know about the Jewish Terror, they *WOULD* cause some impact. Nobody cares about your "diet" habit and how many "Holocausts" of Chickens you are going to save by this abstinence... and you must deal with it. In fact, demand for *BETTER* meat and *BETTER* methods of killing the animals, would make things better.**

Communists, like Vegans, behind closed doors practice the contrary of what they preach to the stupid masses who believe their lies. Commies want to steal all
ownership from others, they have wet dreams about it, while Vegans do shovel Vitamin B12 and bloody steaks down their throat. Only the "Goyim" follow letter by letter the jewish crap and lies.

THE JEW TEACHES TO PEOPLE THAT BY LEAVING THEIR RIGHTS, THE PROBLEMS GO AWAY (such as in the case of money or meat or salaries). THE PROBLEMS DO *NOT* GO AWAY. THEY GET BIGGER. THE ONLY WAY THINGS BECOME "BETTER" IS WHEN PEOPLE FIGHT FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THEIR HARD EARNED RIGHTS. THIS PACIFISM AND QUITTING NATURE IS EXACTLY WHAT XIANITY PREACHES.

The message is not to get into the toy dialectic of which diet is the most "important", either. I suppose the answer is simple, the one that makes you function better. IMO, it’s just the BALANCED diet that is the best. One just has to practice moderation, avoid junk food, avoid trash, listen to their body, and they ought to be fine. Writing huge novels about bizarre diets and how these will magically change a person entirely, from a stick to Hulk Hogan, should knock as bunk to people who think about this.

Let's not get on the other grounds of the new age, which also include that eating only greens somehow...Makes you an ascended master... Or that by eating a steak, you will become a spiritually weak person. This sounds like Christianity 2.0, yet again. "Don't eat meat you will burn in hell". "Don't eat meat, you will spiritually not advance". Pure, LOL's.

Another thing in regards to the governments. The jews who at the present have taken hold on most world governments, they think about the matter way simpler. It doesn't matter what their dis-info agents in the biz, or their "doctors" or other crapsters say about all that stuff, as they are on orders to do so. They think it simply. Why should the Goyim animals, have meat in the first place? Meat gives vigor and power, which in turn might result in disobedience. People that are frail, weak, and have to deal with deadly health issues, not only they cannot revolt, but they can't do anything against anyone indeed. The jews also think it even simpler and to their interest.
The Goyim is a supposed worker. A worker must not demand meat, and luxuries, let alone diet luxuries, let alone ownership. If you can convince people that by eating weeds and stuff, they are OK, while they serve you, all the better. More money for the Jewish pockets, more profit for them, more docility and in general, only gains for the Jews. The narrative also about the "mercy" about animals sounds like Christianity 2.0, because paradoxically, the "Goyim" (consumers) are blamed, for what Jews and their animal farms are actually causing. The pain is not caused by the consumer, but by those who make these products.

Salary or whatever few bucks a worker in the Jewish system is supposed to get, are supposed to go to food and shelter (in advanced countries only). Gradually, people are reduced to "no home" incomes as well. Which In fact, again accounts to Communism. The cheaper the food, and the worse the shelter, the better for the Jew. If these two can be closely abolished, even better, for the people are approaching better the Communist "ideal" society.

The Jews wouldn't even pay workers if they could. They are animals after all, in the Jewish mind, created by "God" to serve the Jew. They don't deserve the freedom of getting a pay. This is why in their "ideal" society, people are nothing but cattle, and they just need to eat grass, completely pacified and servile. And that's it. Work, eating grass, and not even having a territory one owns.

"A Jew need not pay a gentile the wages owed him for work." Sanhedrin 57a [10]

Gentiles are *NOT* entitled to *ANY* ownership. This obviously included animals, luxuries and anything else:

"All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which consequently is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples. An orthodox Jew is not bound to observe principles of morality towards people of other tribes. He may act contrary to morality, if profitable to himself or to Jews in general.

"A Jew may rob a Goy, he may cheat him over a bill, which should not be perceived by him, otherwise the name of God would become dishonoured." - Zohar, Vayshlah 177b

What many people really forget is that owning animals, and eating animals, does actually produce freedom, such as having your own milk, your own land and the list goes on. This creates an independent caste of people who are not dependent into the hand of anyone for their survival. Animals+Land
= Survival, Freedom, Independence. The jew hates both of these rights, that tie one on another.

As jews let us know in their "Talmud":

"Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations." Yebamoth 63a. [10]

The jews make everything Communism, including Capitalism which is just Communism in the long-term in many ways, as it can be observed in the Capitalist collapsing dream... Just take a look around at all the young unemployed people, and people who have supposedly high education, but will never get a job- in contrast to naked invaders that enter with the desire to kill natives, while the Governments only help the latter find work. They also give them free housing, food and shelter. A native person in most of these countries, is supposed to die on the streets and helpless unless they mind their own business, or unless there is some sort of welfare for them. The migrant invader will survive because they will receive help. Quite the justice.

One can see the Jews attack the worker's rights of the Goyim, all the time. Just look at the USSR. No rights, no ownership, no nothing. People were stacked up in factories and work camps like pigs, illiteracy was rampant, and nobody had access to meat and other "luxuries". Only Stalin and his clique. Naturally, the jew who is all about misery, affliction and death, doesn't want the slave Goyim to ask for anything. In their mind, an animal is not supposed to have anything anyway. The Workers class is not a human class with dignity. It's nothing but a low slime, like a donkey or any other animal, in the jewish mind. This is why the worker's class, is the most productive, and the most punished and the least entitled than all other "classes" of the jewish system.

This is apparent in Europe. People that worked their whole lives, are pretty much living it really average for the scope of their "country". Swindling jewish politicians, "entitled muh feelers" who jump from the country borders and get insane pensions/welfare, and general parasites that do nothing, get rewarded the most, from worker's class taxpayer money. The money goes to alien people that never did anything to build the actual country, or at least belong to the citizens of this country. The same goes for the elderly, which in many European countries stricken by recession and migrant problems, get all the blunt of the jewish policies in the last years of their life. All these "luxuries" such as retirement, are abhorred by the jews, this is why the jews constantly undermine and destroy these in politics. The animal is too old to serve? Why keep him around? Kill the animal - this is how the jews think of Humanity. Just read their writings.
One of the reason "JHVH" (personification of the jews) destroys the "Babel" tower, is because people were reaching "God". In plain, because a civilization became too advanced. The same goes for Egypt, Rome and elsewhere, and the same went for the National Socialist Germany. Too high standards of living, and the jewish parasitic policy and Soul, cannot get people into this, because it's contrary to their hardwiring and existence. The jew is a slaver and produces pleasures only for the sake of further enslavement in the long-term, not so that people can have a good time or survive better.

This forces the jews to have a "higher standard of living" and this comes from White countries, where people bled for generations so that now people can eat meat every day. The asking for higher standards of living, for any civilization that wants to advance, calls for the eradication and removal of the jewish pest and influence that keeps civilization behind. I recall one very old member of my family, told me that in WW2, they would eat meat twice a month, or once a month, and they were thankful for it. Meat was as rare as gold. Now people somehow don't appreciate this and they want to turn into the narrative on how useless it is. These people however, did appreciate it.

As for the USSR, I asked one person living there in the late 60's, and what they told me is that once a month, someone would kill one pig in a whole village, and everyone was making a party on how they could get one piece of the pig. Normally, people just ate whatever else. Let alone, when the USSR bloc fell in 1985, all these women had to become hookers in order to just survive. More profits for the jews who sold them around as "White Meat". This was due to illiteracy and due to the fact that this slave state was only closed and within itself. Most of these people couldn't write their own name properly in their own supposed "language".

Remember, slaves don't need luxuries, and they must always work for the jew- that's the jewish thought. In the Jewish Mind, Animals and Gentiles are in the same boat, and they deserve, by Divine mandate, nothing more than the roughest and most ugly treatment.

"Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the People of Israel."

"In Israel, death has no dominion over them... With gentiles, it will be like any person – they need to die, but [God] will give them longevity. Why? Imagine that one's donkey would die, they'd lose their money.

"This is his servant... That's why he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew."
“Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi and eat... That is why gentiles were created.” - Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, Weekly Saturday night sermon in October 2010

Know the Jewish mind and seemingly "unrelated" murderous plots and mysteries will seem to unveil in front of your eyes...
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